VISHNU MANCHU

RENDEZVOUS WITH
THE COLOURS
OF LIFE

Mission
Create global cross cultural collaborations and public
platforms for arts with widened horizon.

Vision
To be a proud patron, try and help every talent competent
of inspiring world with arts.

INCEPTION

As they say it is very true that, “Colours, like features,
follow the changes of the emotions” and an artist traces
down those instincts to create the flipside of what we call,
the world. Incepted to support their celestial thoughts,
VMAF (Vishnu Manchu Art Foundation) aims at abridging
gap between prolific artists and aesthetes by acting as a
conceptual platform. The seed stage of VMAF was started
way back in 2009. After thorough research and intensive
analysis finally the time has come to get on-board. Since
Indian subcontinent is blessed with its rich heritage of art
and culture for ages artists have more scope to diversify
their skills and showcase their art globally. VMAF is a nonprofit organization facilitating the cutting-edge work of
renowned and upcoming artists on global arena. This
grant-making organization enriches creativity with its
outreach to wider audience undermining geo-political and
cultural divides.

To ensure that the arts in all their diversity are nurtured
and valued because they enrich individual and community
life and are critical to envisioning the future of our society.
VM Art Foundation cultivates a spirit of research,
experimentation and excellence while acting as a catalyst
for collaboration and exchange within the Asian countries
and beyond.

RESOLUTION

VMAF has evolved on the pioneering ideology of Vishnu
Manchu, renowned Actor, Producer, Educationist and an
Entrepreneur. Being an aesthetic himself, has fervor for
creative arts inspired by cultural diversity both regional
and global. Since his childhood, he intended to instigate
artistic and cultural development programs. VMAF
provides both national and international leadership in the
production and presentation of contemporary visual arts.

FEB FEST

PROJECTS

We are extremely delighted to share that hereon from 2015
VMAF will organize 'Art Exhibition' every year in the
month of February. This exhibition will be held in
Tirupati to provide befitting platform at par with that of
Metro Fairs exclusively dedicated to discover the hidden
talent of suburban/rural regions.

Make ‘ART’


Workshops & Seminars



Interviews of Experts



Online Tutorials

Show ‘ART’


Art Exhibitions & Auctions



Art Galleries



Get-togethers of Artists

Beyond ‘ART’



Online Portal



Creating Prolific Database



Information on Books and Materials of Arts

Greetings !!
Thank you for your interest in Vishnu Manchu Art Foundation. I never
knew much about art until a decade ago. I start taking interest and I am still
learning slowly. The main intention of starting this foundation is to bring
into foray the artists, who give so much to the creative world and inspire
generations. Also I wanted upcoming young artists to interact with the
artists across India and abroad and learn from them. I wanted to create a
platform and that is when I was suggested to start this foundation.
VMAF is to create a platform here ideas are shared, inspired and
motivated. To showcase the world, the talent available and the wonderful,
gifted artists of this generation and to educate young generation about Art
and Artists. To give platform to young artists to showcase their work to
legends in the field of Art and get tips from them. Just to hear them speak
would mean a world of change to the young artists.
I thank you for your cooperation and support to VMAF.
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